Abstract. Total fusion excitation function has been measured for the reaction of weakly bound 6 Li projectile on medium mass 64 Ni target at energies near the Coulomb barrier of the system. Online characteristic γ-ray detection method has been used to identify and determine the cross sections of the residues. No suppression of total fusion cross section (σ T F ) is observed at above barrier energies. But enhancement of measured cross section with respect to the one-dimensional barrier penetration model (1-DBPM) calculation is observed at below barrier energies. The enhancement can not be explained by coupled channels calculation with dominant projectile and target excitations as well as one-neutron stripping reaction.
Introduction
Reactions with weakly bound stable projectiles have been studied on several targets [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] in order to investigate the role of breakup channel on fusion in different mass regions. The complete fusion (CF) cross sections in reactions with weakly bound nuclei at energies above the barrier is said to be suppressed compared to the prediction of one-dimensional barrier penetration model (1-DBPM). The suppression of complete fusion (CF) is accounted for with the process of incomplete fusion (ICF) of a part of the weakly bound projectile with the target. Experimentally, the suppression effect is distinctly observed for heavy targets [1] . It is argued that the suppression will decrease with the decrease of charge product of the colliding system [7] [8] [9] indicating the role of Coulomb interaction in the process. An altogether diffrent observation also exists in the literature [10] , that predicted a uniform suppression of complete fusion cross section for 6 Li induced fusion and attributed the effect to the dominance of nuclear induced breakup over Coulomb breakup for 6 Li. However, the verification of the conjectures depend solely on the separation of CF process from ICF process. While the experimental separation of CF and ICF is possible for heavy targets, it is difficult for medium or light mass targets. In reactions with light and medium mass targets, the weakly bound projectiles populate same residues from CF and ICF processes. So, the total fusion (TF = CF+ICF) is measured and compared with model prediction. The questions that arise for these targets are -how does breakup affect the total fusion cross section and whether it is enhanced or suppressed at below the barrier energies? In this context, we present here our recent measurement of fusion excitaa e-mail: moin.shaikh@saha.ac.in tion function for weakly bound projectile 6 Li (S α = 1.47 MeV) with medium mass target 64 Ni at near-barrier energies. The elastic scattering measurement for this system [11] indicates the presence of breakup threshold anomaly (BTA) or breakup induced threshold behaviour of effective interaction potential around the barrier. Hence, it will be interesting to see the effect of breakup or breakup like processes on fusion at these energies.
Setup and Experimental Details
The experiment was carried out at BARC-TIFR Pelletron Facility in Mumbai, India. A self-supporting ∼99% enriched metallic 64 Ni target of thickness 507 μg/cm 2 , procured from Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA, had been used for the present experiment. The target thickness was verified with the α-energy loss method using a 3-line α source ( 239 Pu, 241 Am and 244 Cm) and estimated uncertainty was about 2%. The target was bombarded with 6 Li beam obtained from the Pelletron at energies from 11 to 28 MeV in small steps. The background spectra were recorded without the beam and also with the beam through a blank Tantalum frame in place of the target at the end of each energy run. The fusion cross sections were measured by detecting the prompt characteristic γ-rays emitted by the evaporation residues using the method as described in Ref. [12] . An n-type HPGe detector and another p-type HPGe detector were placed at 45
• and 125
• respectively with respect to the beam direction to detect the γ-rays. The detectors resolutions were 2.8 and 2. periment. The data were recorded using the data acquisition system LAMPS [13] . The number of beam particles was estimated from the beam current measured with the help of an 1 m long insulated Faraday cup. The total uncertainty in the measurement of cross sections came from the systematic uncertainties in the target thickness as well as the measurement of the beam particles and the statistical error in determining the yields of γ-rays. A representative γ-ray spectrum recorded at E lab = 26 MeV is shown in Fig. 1 . Some of the observed γ-lines are marked on the spectrum.
Analysis and Results
In the fusion of 6 Li+ 64 Ni the compound nucleus formed is 70 Ga. The most dominating decay channels are 2n and 3n evaporation channels. The pn, p2n or dn, αn and α2n decay channels are also observed. The residues produced from the p2n/dn, αn and α2n channels can also be produced via the ICF process through the fusion of one of the cluster components (α or d) with the target nucleus 64 Ni. Cross section of each residue has been obtained by summing measured cross sections of the prompt characteristic γ-rays form the transitions to the ground state of that residue. The observed γ-ray transitions to the ground state of each residue are given in the Table 1 . One of the limitation of the characteristic γ-ray detection method is that the contribution of direct ground state deacy of the excited compound nucleus can not be obtained from this measurement. However it had been shown that the direct ground state feeding is negligibly small for this target mass region [12, 14, 15] . The residues populated in the ICF process could not be distinguished experimentally from those produced in the CF process. In Fig. 2 , a comparison of the summed experimental cross sections of 2n and 3n channels with the statistical model prediction from PACE4 [16] has been shown. As these two channels are populated primarily from pure CF decay, statistical model decribes the data quite nicely. On the other hand, the model fails to reproduce the measured excitation function for the αn decay channel producing the residue 65 Cu. The residue can also be produced by d-ICF and/or transfer processes. It is to be noted that the αn channel has even larger cross section than the summed 2n and 3n channel at lower energies below the barrier. This clearly indicates the presence non-compound nuclear reaction processes. The total fusion cross sections (σ T F ) were obtained by summing the cross sections of all the evaporation residues. The total fusion excitation function has been shown in the Fig. 3 with solid bullets. The fusion excitation function predicted by 1-DBPM calculation is shown by the dashed line in the Fig. 3 . The Akyüz-Winther potential [17] in Woods-Saxon formed using the code CCFULL [18] . In the CC calculation both the projectile and the target excitations have been considered. The first excited state of 64 Ni (2 + , 1.345 MeV) and the first resonant state (3 + , 2.186 MeV) of the projectile 6 Li were coupled. The deformation parameters were taken from Refs. [19] for target and from [2] for the projectile. The breakup continuum of 6 Li or any other excited states of 64 Ni were not taken into consideration. The CC prediction has been shown in the Fig. 3 by solid line. The comparison of theoretical predictions and the data shows that both 1-DBPM and coupled channels calculations reproduce the above barrier fusion cross section values quite well. However, the experimental cross sections at the sub-barrier energies are significantly enhanced compared to the calculated values. The CC calculation marginally improves the description of the data at sub barrier region. To further explore the enhancement of fusion cross section below the barrier,we have plotted in Fig. 4 the enhancement factor EF defined as:
where i= TF or CC as a function of E c.m. /V B . It is observed from Fig. 4 that the both TF and CC predictions are nearly unity at above-barrier energies. As the energy decreases below the barrier both of them start to increase beyond unity. But the enhancement with respect to 1-DBPM rate is much higher for experimental TF than the CC prediction. It is to be noted that the estimated enhancement of CC prediction primarily indicates the possible enhancement of complete fusion cross sections due to coupling estimated from the code CCFULL. On the other hand, the enhancement observed for TF cross sections is probably due to the comparable contributions of incomplete fusion and/or the transfer processes at below barrier energies. Similar observation was also found in Ref. [20] . Identification of the reaction mechanisms contributing to the enhancement below the barrier is, therefore, of utmost importance.
Summary and Conclusion
The measurement of the TF excitation function has been performed for the reaction of stable weakly bound projectile 6 Li with the medium mass target 64 Ni at the nearbarrier energies. The identification and cross section measurement of evaporation residues have been done using the prompt characteristic γ-ray detection technique. The measured σ T F shows a good agreement with both the 1-DBPM and CC predictions in the above-barrier energies. So, there is no suppression of TF cross sections in this energy region. The observation is compatible with the earlier conclusion that TF is unaffected by the breakup of projectile irrespective of target mass [1-5, 7-10, 20] . But in the below-barrier region significant enhancement of total fusion cross sections is observed. This enhancement can not be explained by the coupling to the excited states of target and projectile. However, coupling to the continuum and coupling to one particle stripping channels leading to unbound ejectiles, have not been included in the calculation. It will be interesting to see the effect of these couplings on the total fusion at below-barrier energies. However, it is absolutely necessary to identify experimentally the reaction mechanisms contributing to the cross sections in order to understand the enhancement in this energy regime.
